Fitting all the work into a single sprint
Heavy on Scrum terms

Familiar stuff, new take

Gameful

Hands on

Practical
Setting the Stage

1. Historical waterfall program
2. Large legacy footprint
3. Regulated environment
4. Too slow. Too rigid.
5. 2-week Sprints begin next release
6. Must do Scrum “by the book”
1. Let them complain!

- Prep
- “Normal”
- Cleanup
Leverage principles

KISS

Follow the risk

80/20 rule

Dialog is faster than Documents

Small batch size

Machines make less mistakes than people
Define a fair start!
Define a Fair Start

- Prep
  - Sprint 0

- "Normal"
  - Every Sprint

- Cleanup
  - Release Sprint
Sprint 0 + Release Sprint =

- Fair & Reasonable
- Transitional Tool
- Maps easily to legacy world
- Relieves anxiety
Sprint 0 + Release Sprint =

- Delays value delivery
- Delays adaptation
- Causes confusion
- Temptation to stay pat
Propose an Evolution
Propose an Evolution
Propose an Evolution

Prep

Cleanup

S1 S2 S3 S4